
BUS V7 
Sarria FFCC Train Stop 

Martorell i Peña 9  

Entrance by Passatge Torras i Bages 

08017 Barcelona 

Tel : 93 434 23 80  

Plaza Borras 

Walk up the stairs   

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
Take a FFCC Train in Plaça Catalunya . All trains stop in Sarrià station 

with the exception of the  Avenida Tibidabo train (don’t take this one).  Get 

off the train in Sarrià and take the exit to your right. From there you can 

walk all the way up to BFIS (10 minutes walk),  you can take the V7 Bus or 

the  BFIS Shuttle Bus  that we will have available from 6:00 to 9:00 pm. If 

you take the V7 Bus you have to get off tin Plaça Borras (it’s a round 

about)  and walk up the stairs that will take you to Martorell i Peña street.  
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Martorell i Peña 9  
Entrance by Passatge Torras i Bages 
08017 Barcelona 
Tel : 93 434 23 80  

BY CAR 
 
Ronda de Dalt /B20:  Take Exit 7 After the UIC University 

School for Education, take first street to your right, and then  

first street to your left and you will be on Martorell i Peña  

street. Go a little bit further until you reach Passatge Torras i 

Bages to your right.  

 

Via Augusta: If you are coming from Via Augusta continue 

until Plaza Borras, and then take Carrer Terré until the gas 

station . Then go to your right and again to your right. You will  

pass in front of the UIC University School for Education. Take 

the firt street to your right and then the first street to your left 

and you will be on Martorell i Peña  street. Go a little bit 

further until you reach Passatge Torras i Bages to your right.  

 

Parking: Parking around the school is not easy. We will 

recommend you to park as soon as you find a spot near the 

school.  
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